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Abstract. The paper considers the organization of the educational process in the discipline "Infectious Diseases" using distance learning. The advantages of distance learning in high school are described. Distance learning opens up completely new opportunities for creative self-expression, finding and consolidating various professional skills.
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Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic and quarantine made adjustments to the organization of the educational process at the Higher School. The use of the Internet makes it possible to send the required amount of information from teacher to student, regardless of their location. The organization of distance learning allows you to freely conduct discussions with other users of the network online and post information on Internet sites, making it available to all students. Modern information technologies make it possible to increase and improve the efficiency of the educational process. In this regard, education in higher education needs to be modernized and reformed.[3,4]

The issue of developing the concept of distance education, using a variety of technologies, including blended learning technologies, is relevant. [1,2]

The main text

Distance learning in the discipline of "Infectious Diseases" at Bukovina State Medical University is conducted using the video conference service Google Meet. The organization of the educational process is based on the principles of open learning. Computer programs for various purposes are used and information educational environments are created with the help of modern telecommunications for the supply of educational material and communication.

Distance learning has a number of advantages over other forms of learning. Yes, virtually without leaving home or leaving your workplace, which is extremely important in a pandemic, you can maintain regular contact with the teacher through telecommunications technology, including video, and receive structured learning material presented electronically. In addition, electronic journals are available to students; on-line services for the educational process, communication, testing; library, media library; file storage; video conferencing; e-mail with the domain of the educational institution. In the study of the discipline "Infectious Diseases" 5th year
students provided 105 hours, which are structured in 5 meaningful modules. Organizational-methodical and educational-reference blocks, as well as means of self-control and testing of students' knowledge of infectious diseases are covered on the MOODLE distance learning server.

Distance learning technologies in the discipline "Infectious Diseases" consist of pedagogical and information technologies. A characteristic feature of distance learning is flexibility. Students receiving distance education do not attend full-time classes, but study in a convenient place. The distance education program is based on the modular principle; each individual course creates a holistic view of a particular subject area, which allows a set of independent courses-modules to form a curriculum that meets individual or group needs.

Students have the opportunity to simultaneously access many sources of educational information, communicate through telecommunications with each other and with teachers.

The use in the educational process of new advances in information technology, which contribute to the entry of man into the world information space.

Due to such organization of the educational process, equal opportunities for education are created regardless of the place of residence, state of health and social status.

An important point is the international component of distance learning, in particular, the provision of educational services to foreign citizens and compatriots living abroad.

Distance education expands and renews the role of the teacher, makes him a mentor-consultant, who must coordinate the cognitive process, constantly improve the courses he teaches, increase creative activity and skills in accordance with innovations and innovations.

The quality of distance education is not inferior to the quality of full-time education, because the best teaching staff is involved in the preparation of teaching aids and the most modern teaching materials are used; the introduction of specialized quality control of distance education for compliance with its educational standards is envisaged.

The development of distance learning will continue and improve with the development of Internet technologies and the improvement of distance learning methods.

Conclusions

The issues of organization of the educational process in the discipline "Infectious Diseases" with the use of distance learning of students were considered. Distance learning provides graduates with access to non-traditional sources of information, increases the efficiency of independent work, provides completely new opportunities for creative self-expression, finding and consolidating various professional skills, and allows teachers to implement completely new forms and methods of teaching.
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Анотація. В роботі розглядається питання організації навчального процесу з дисципліни “Інфекційні хвороби” з використанням дистанційної форми навчання студентів. Описані переваги дистанційного навчання у вищій школі. Дистанційне навчання відкриває абсолютно нові можливості для творчого самовираження, знаходження та закріплення різних професійних навичок.
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